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My download-only ArtCAM software is back in demo mode. Again, it allows for easy scanning and control during execution. The addon also added support for a command for filling two-dimensional images, and it is also possible to use a three-dimensional environment in control. Let's take a closer look at the advantages of ArtCam: Adaptive contour
adjustment - simple adjustment of the contours of the image when several users draw them at the same time or the program specially draws transitions that did not exist before. At the same time, each participant can enable / disable those circuits that he needs. Guide with hints - you can find answers on how to make certain settings without creating user
instructions. Image modification - with the help of a ready-made, working template, you can quickly create a three-dimensional drawing. Creating multiple layers - it is possible to add layers for a specific piece of the image, or you can use them all, for example, to demonstrate design and processing; Saving to 3DS MAX - ArtCaM automatically saves
created drawings in *.3DMX format when it is running. Editing - added the ability to change the shape, size, color, etc. for objects and their groups. Also ArtCama can change the combination of colors. Program codes - Art CAM automatically generates or renders code to run the program on the installed device. For example, 3DS Max and Maya are
graphic editors designed to create three-dimensional images. So ArtCat can be used on PC. Information Access - There are many types of files that can be exported to the above mentioned environments, including *.stl files. Add a comment Cancel reply Your e-mail will not be published. Required fields are marked * Spam protection: Sum of six +? *
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